Boundary Line Marking of Public Land

If you have any questions about boundary lines, contact the Demopolis Site Office at 334-289-3540, or the Holt Resource Office at 205-553-9373. A Corps of Engineers Park Ranger can assist you regarding encroachments, permit program, or any Corps of Engineers matter affecting your property.

Corner Witness Tree

Three red bands painted completely around the tree with a red circular blaze approximately waist high on the tree facing the corner.

In-Line Tree

Two red bands painted on both sides of the tree with a red circular blaze above the two bands facing the corners. The bands will not go completely around the tree. From this marking you can tell the direction of the line.

Line Witness Tree

Two red bands painted on one side of the tree facing in the direction of the boundary line. The bands will not go completely around the tree.

Witness Trees normally within 5' of Line

Corner Witness Trees normally within 50' of corner marker